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Multilateralism for Trade & Development. International trade in developing economies. Barriers to trade. Trade, food security and sustainable agriculture. Policies to promote trade. Productive Growth. Robust and predictable financing sources. Official support for sustainable development. According to this analysis, the economic downturn in China will lead to disruptions in GVCs and diverse spill-over effects across economic sectors and countries. The crisis may impact the supply of critical parts from Chinese producers, affecting economic output and trade in any country depending on their dependency of the Chinese economy. These impacts may spread faster than expected due to the common strategy of limited inventories and just-in-time production.

International Trade and Finance: Some Key Issues.

- Many developing countries rely heavily on exports of primary products with associated risks and uncertainty.
- Many developing countries also rely heavily on imports (typically of machinery, capital goods, intermediate producer goods, and consumer products).
- Many developing countries suffer from chronic deficits on current and capital accounts which depletes their reserves, causes currency instability, and a slowdown in economic growth.

Trade theory and Development: The Traditional Arguments.

- Trade stimulates economic growth.
- Trade promotes international and domestic equality.
- Trade promotes and rewards sectors of comparative advantage.
- International prices and costs of production.